“The Physics of FREE Energy / Overunity Transformers”

ABSTRACT: A typical Alternating Current (AC) transformer utilizes a principle of
transferring electrical energy called mutual electromagnetic induction. This effect
described as Faraday’s Law of Induction (1831) permits a near equal amount of REAL
power to be transferred between the input coil and the output coil. The “near equal
amount” is the result of imperfections or losses in the transformer causing the efficiency
of the same transformer to approach, but never exceed 100%.
In the mid 1980’s, a researcher by the name of Floyd Sweet developed a breakthrough
transformer he called the Space Quanta Modulator (SQM) and later renamed the Vacuum
Triode Amplifier (VTA) by researcher, Tom Bearden. The transformer had an efficiency
exceeding 1,000,000%. Mainstream physics could not explain how this was possible.
Shrouded in secrecy, the operation of Floyd’s FREE Energy / Overunity Transformer
VTA device was not understood until now.
In 2002, an article published in Infinite Energy Magazine authored by D. L. Hotson
revealed how the VTA operates utilizing what is called the “Dirac Sea of Negative
Energy.” The key to understanding how FREE Energy / Overunity transformers work is
through the application of a negative work function applied to transformer T1 shown
above. This negative work function is created using magnets forced together in an
opposing field configuration. The opposing field action causes the magnetic field density
B to curl into Dirac COMPLEX space causing the field to become COMPLEX jB. This,
in turn, forces the input electric current iSRC to become COMPLEX jiSRC. Because of this
action, what is observed on a typical ammeter is a significant reduction of REAL electric
current iSRC. Ammeters cannot measure COMPLEX current; therefore, the REAL input

current appears to vanish. Given a COMPLEX magnetic field density jB, calculations
show the field energy in a given volume V of space becomes negative, which satisfies the
negative energy solution of the Dirac Equation, -E. This field is referred to as an
electromagnetic dampening field and is present around transformer T1. Since the output
power of transformer T1 drives a REAL load RLOAD, the output electric current iLOAD is
REAL. Therefore, efficiencies greatly exceeding 100% are measured. This permits the
construction of self-sustainable FREE Energy / Overunity devices with phenomenally
large observable power gains. This lecture will show how consistent and valid using
ordinary classical analysis works at the macro scale as well as at the quantum level.
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